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About us...

The research of the Cornell CS department is generally ranked in
the top 5 in the USA (e.g., National Research Council report)...

... even though we have at least 10% fewer faculty than our
top-five peers (“48” vs. “54, 58, 96, 100+”)

“pound for pound, the best department in the country”

[attributed to J. Hartmanis, Turing award winner]

I We hope you are proud to be a member of the department (or
want to join).

I We hope you have faith in our vision of how to educate
students for the future of the field.
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... but actually, it’s about you

The plan in this presentation is to simultaneously:

I Explain our motivations

I Present the changes
I ...including a last (?) fine-tuning yesterday (Monday) to help

with 2111 transition issues

I Sketch our future plans

I Provide reassurance and guidance

I Answer your questions

I Solicit your feedback and suggestions (administrative issues,
vector menus, this presentation — dry run for the town hall
meeting — etc.)



Main motivation

The “old” major: emphasis on fundamentals across all of CS.

Now: we believe that many sub-fields have now matured enough to
allow for focused undergraduate study.

Our aim: provide students flexibility to pursue

sub-fields of interest more deeply, while ensuring that

they are well-prepared both in these areas and for the

future, in CS and in general.

I Many requirements (significantly) relaxed to “make room”

I New structure (prob/stats and vectors) applied to ensure
adequate preparation
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  => 3810 −> elective (but must be taken if you took the "old" 2800)

a full prob course => room in 2800 => move crucial stuff from 3810 to 2800/4820

sci. comp. −> elective; 2111 dropped (planned: 4−credit intensive 2110 alternative)

6 slots: convenient for minor

more fits

(slightly diff. for Arts)

 NEW: 2111 partially fulfills the new "MAJ" elective  



Vectors: “directions of study” that needn’t be linearly
independent (cf. GATech’s “tracks”, Stanford’s “tracks”)

Here’s a projection of the topic-oriented vectors onto 2-d —
imagine having flattened out a coffee filter:

science

network 

comp. sci and engg

human−lang. tech (NLP/IR)

data−intensive comp.

security & trustworthy comp.

(DB/Mach. Learning/IR)

programming lang’s
theory

AI

(numerical analysis)
systems

graphics

The set of vectors is mutable and extensible: we may add comp.
bio., human-computer interaction ... (But we won’t change things
too often.)
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Cross-cutting vectors (Really we should talk about cross-cutting planes, but you get the idea.)

After folding the coffee filter back up, we see:

Renaissance/basis vector

(−)software engineering/code warrior vector

the other vectors

I The Renaissance/basis vector: Emphasizes breadth and
beyond-core fundamentals that support multiple pursuits

I The closest to the “old” major (which was good!)

I Software engineering/code warrior: Provides extensive
implementation and software engineering experience

I Relevant to certain employment options

We hope to have vectors noted on transcripts.



Important example definition: the Renaissance/basis vector

Notation: To succinctly include MEng/grad clases, we use Fxxx (or F7xx,
etc.) for a Four or Five or, um, Six-thousand level Full-Fledged elective:1

3+ credits, no 4999s, no required courses.

Renaissance/basis vector: Four courses numbered CS Fxxx, CS/ENGRD
3220, or CS 3810, such that

I at least one of the ”hundredths digits” is either 2 or 8 (representing
scientific computing and theory, respectively) [key enabling content,
as required by the old major]

I two different hundredths digits are represented [enforces breadth]

Example: 3220/4210/4220/3810/4810 (in ≈ three years)/4830/4850,
4700 (472), 4780, 5150 (501),

�
�

�
�

�

4701 (473), �
��4999, �

��4820

Rule of thumb: aim to obtain the Renaissance/basis vector along with
any other vector(s) of interest.

1If we had meant only 4000-level courses, we would have written “4xxx”.



Scheduling (see webpage for more info)
Here’s one of several leisurely paths for most single vectors
(sometimes OK to take 3110 junior year, depending on vector
core):

soph junior senior

FA SP FA SP FA SP

2110 3110 3410 4820 4410 vec-elec

2800 prob vec-core vec-core vec-elec [Renai.]

vec-prac

I With care and the right timing, one can actually pick up most
vectors with only senior-year classes. We don’t recommend
planning this way; try out vector courses your junior year to
determine which you like.

I Systems-interested students needing to take 4410 (414) in
the junior year must take the prerequisite (3410/3420) in the
sophomore year.



SP

ENGRD 2700 SP CS 4321 2
CS 2111 1

FA

CS 3220

FA

FA
SP

FA

FA

FA

FA

SP
SP

SP

SP

FA

FA

FA

SP
SP

SP

An example achieving
AI       data−intensive         Renaissance/basis

Colors indicate scheduling: sophomore junior senior

three vectors

(Other example triples include systems/code warrior/Renaissance, etc.)

4700

4302

4701
CS 4320 

CS 5300

LING 3xxx

CS 4780

LING 3xxx

4740



What next?
Those who have taken 2800: remember that you must still take
3810. (counts towards CS electives, Renaissance/basis vector).

Seniors have been working under the old rules for 7 of 8 semesters
and haven’t been able to do vector planning.

I They may switch with the Renaissance/basis vector only.
(note the prob/stats requirement)

I We will probably assume the old rules by default.

All others choosing the new rules should file vector applications

probably sometime around mid-spring junior year
I We can keep vector candidates apprised of relevant changes.

(Require semesterly updates?)
I Sad fact: Forms promote student/advisor interaction.
I Students should do some advance planning, but should have

time to explore before making (tentative) first selections.
I We will probably assume the new rules by default.

Ideas on making the administration smooth? Or vector updates?
Other thoughts? Let us know!
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